Post-translational modification of TRAIL receptor type 1 on various tumor cells and the susceptibility of tumors to TRAIL-induced apoptosis.
Tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) and its receptors (TRAIL-R1 and TRAIL-R2) are promising targets for tumor therapy. However, their clinical use is limited because some tumors show resistance to TRAIL-treatment. Here, we analyzed epitopes of nine TRAIL-R1-specific human monoclonal antibodies and demonstrated at least five tentative epitopes on human TRAIL-R1. We found that some of the five were post-translationally modified on some tumor cell lines. Interestingly, one of them, an epitope of TR1-272 antibody (TR1-272-epitope) disappeared on the tumor cells that are more susceptible to TRAIL-induced apoptosis compared to TR1-272-epitope positive cells. Treatment of TR1-272-epitope negative cells with TRAIL induced large cluster formation of TRAIL-R1, while treatment of TR1-272-epiope positive cells with TRAIL did not. These results suggest that TR1-272-antibody might distinguish the TRAIL-R1 conformation that could deliver stronger death signals. Further analysis of epitope-appearance and sensitivity to TRAIL should clarify the mechanisms of TRAIL-induced apoptosis of tumor cells and would provide useful information about tumor therapy using TRAIL and TRAIL-R signaling.